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Dynamic defect as nonradiative recombination center in semiconductors
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We present a theory of nonradiative recombination (NRR) with an emphasis on the so far little-explored
dynamic effect in the process. We show that it can significantly enhance the NRR rate over that of a static
midgap level as suggested by the Shockley-Read-Hall theory, whereby offering an alternative explanation to the
long-lasting discrepancy between theory and experiment for semiconductors. As an illustration, we show that
dynamic NRR can take place at the DX center in Si-doped GaAs which, combined with a modified ABC model
at high carrier-density limit, makes it possible to verify the theory directly by experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonradiative recombination (NRR) is an excited-state phe-
nomenon, which manifests itself in various processes impor-
tant to device applications such as suppressed luminescence,
reduced carrier lifetime and density, creation of defects, and
enhanced ion diffusion [1,2]. Traditionally, NRR has been ex-
tensively studied in the context of semiconductor physics and
microelectronics. In recent years, it is also widely discussed
in various cross-discipline renewable energy applications per-
taining to light harvesting and related phenomena [3,4].

Excited carriers can undergo NRR by a defect level inside
the band gap, as shown in Fig. 1(a), which is also termed the
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination [5,6]. To complete
a cycle of NRR requires the capture of both an electron
and a hole. As such, the slower capture process between the
two determines the overall recombination rate. Because the
capture rate exponentially decreases with the level position
with respect to the band edges [7–9], the SRH theory states
that, as a compromise, an active NRR center should have a
midgap defect level. For over a half century, this SRH theory
has been widely accepted for defect-induced NRR processes,
as well as served as the guiding principles to identify key
defects that hinder the performance of various optoelectronic
devices.

While the SRH theory appears to explain experimental ob-
servations at least qualitatively [10–12], recent first-principles
calculations showed that in a number of cases the theory could
severely underestimate the recombination rates, e.g., the SRH
parameter A (estimated from experiments) is on the order
of 107 s−1 for InGaN alloys with a band gap around 3.0 eV
[12], while the theoretical estimate <103 s−1 is significantly
smaller [7–9,13,14]. In essence, NRR is not a static process
because the excited carriers involved are fast-evolving species,
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which shed their energies to the surroundings of the defect at a
comparable rate. However, the SRH model assumed implicitly
the adiabatic approximation, i.e., static levels for the defects,
as at the time of their studies, a nonadiabatic theory was still
being made [15]. Given the discrepancy, one may question
the foundation of the SRH theory, namely, the adiabatic
approximation. We note that the energy levels can shift con-
siderably as a result of carrier capture and concomitant atomic
reconfigurations, as shown in Fig. 1(b) for a dynamic defect.
In the past, it was impossible to theoretically study such an
effect, until recently when the recent development of time-
dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT)–molecular dy-
namics (MD) made such a study a real possibility.

In this paper, we expand the NRR theory by including
explicitly dynamic effects at defects. We show that the NRR
rate at a dynamic defect can be orders of magnitude larger than
that of a fixed midgap level as suggested by the SRH theory.
When taking into account the dynamic effects, the rate equa-
tion for the NRR also deviates from the linear dependence
on the carrier density n in the high-density limit. As a result,
the widely accepted ABC rate equation is modified. Using
TDDFT-MD, we show that Si-on-Ga donor in GaAs could
be an example of the dynamic NRR center. Normally, this
shallow donor is not a dynamic defect but when the condition
is met such as by applying pressure, the donor becomes a
deep-level defect known as the DX center by capturing an
electron. The doubly occupied deep level is near the valence-
band maximum (VBM), which can easily accept a hole so
the defect returns to its original state. Since the onset of the
DX behavior can be experimentally controlled, it is possible
to measure directly such a dynamic NRR.

This paper is organized as follows. The theoretical for-
mulation of recombination at a dynamic shallow level is
described in Sec. II. In Sec. III we present technical details of
the computational methods. In Sec. IV, we present the results
for DX center in GaAs. Section V concludes the paper.
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FIG. 1. Carrier recombination processes: (a) SRH recombination
where excited electrons and holes are recombined at a static midgap
level. (b) Dynamic NRR where capture of a carrier could lead
concomitant ionic relaxation and level change. Solid blue and red
arrows stand for electron and hole captures, respectively, dotted
black arrow stands for ionic relaxation, and gray planes stand for
defect levels inside the band gap. (c) Log-log plot of dynamic NRR
rate versus carrier density, showing a linear increase with n in the
low-density limit (similar to SRH), which turns into a constant in the
high-density limit.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
OF RECOMBINATION AT A DYNAMIC SHALLOW LEVEL

As discussed above, the capture of a carrier at the
defect can lead to a large ionic relaxation due to strong
electron-phonon coupling. For such a process, the NRR rate
is derived as

RD = N
ncn pcpk1k2

ncn pcpk1 + ncn pcpk2 + ncnk1k2 + pcpk1k2
, (1)

where N is the concentration of the dynamic defects, cn and
cp are, respectively, the electron and hole capture rates, k1

and k2 are the rates of the concomitant ionic relaxations,
and all rates are given in unit volume (see Appendix A).
Under thermal equilibrium, ki is given by the Boltzmann
factor: ki = f exp[−Ei/kBT ], where f is the vibration

frequency, Ei is the energy barrier, and kB and T are the
Boltzmann constant and temperature. Assume n ∼ p; in the
low carrier density limit, i.e., when (ncn and pcp)� (k1 and
k2), Eq. (1) is linear with n, i.e.,RD ∼ N cncp

cn+cp
n, which agrees

with that of SRH. In the high carrier-density limits, i.e., when
(ncn and pcp)�(k1 and k2), however, Eq. (1) is noticeably dif-
ferent from that of SRH, as it becomes independent of n, i.e.,
RD ∼ N k1k2

k1+k2
as can be seen in Fig. 1(c). This is a hallmark

difference, which should clearly show up in experiments.
An important type of dynamic NRR occurs when the

concomitant ionic relaxation leads to dynamic shallow levels
(DSLs), which are shallow at both band edges: for exam-
ple, the capture of an electron at a shallow level from the
conduction-band minimum (CBM) leads to a large ionic re-
laxation to result in a shallow level measured from the VBM
to capture a hole easily. Due to the shallowness, both cn and
cp are considerably larger than the capture rate by a static and
deep-level defect, cd

n and cd
p. From Eq. (1), one deduces the

condition

min[k1, k2] � 2n min
[
cd

n , cd
p

]
, (2)

at which the DSL defect will surpass the “nondynamic” SRH
defect (see Appendix B). Note that, while our discussion here
will focus on the DSL, any negative-U center [16] with rea-
sonably shallow dynamic levels may satisfy Eq. (2), whereby
acting as an active NRR center. Under the working condition
of an optoelectronic device, n is typically < 1019 cm−3. Be-
cause the quantity min[cd

n , cd
p] is mainly determined by the

position of the defect level and is maximized at the midgap
level, the controlling factor for SRH is the band gap of the
system. For instances, for GaAs the midgap position is about
0.7 eV away from band edges and the estimated cd

n and cd
p are

in the range of 10−8−10−10 cm3/s [8]. According to Eq. (2),
min[k1, k2] should be larger than 1010 s−1. For GaN, on the
other hand, the midgap position is about 1.7 eV away from
band edges and the estimated cd

n and cd
p are smaller than

10−14 cm3/s [8,9]. As such, min[k1, k2] should only be larger
than 104 s−1.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Total energy calculation

The rates of the carrier capture and the concomitant ionic
relaxation were calculated based on the density-functional
theory (DFT) and the time-dependent density-functional
theory (TDDFT). We used the norm-conserving Troullier-
Martins pseudopotentials [17] and local density-functional
approximation (LDA) for the exchange-correlation potential
[18], as implemented in the SIESTA program [19]. The Ga
3d orbitals were included in the valence shell. A local basis
set with double-ζ polarized orbitals was employed. The real-
space grid was equivalent to a plane-wave cutoff energy of
150 Ry. We used a periodic supercell containing 216 atoms to
model GaAs. �-point sampling was used in the Brillouin-zone
integration. Atomic structures were fully relaxed until the
residual forces were less than 0.01 eV/Å. The nudged elastic
band method [20], which was implemented in the ASE package
[21], was used to find the energy barrier along the transition
pathway from d to DX .
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B. Real-time TDDFT-MD

For a given initial electronic wave function {ϕi(r, t = 0)}
and atomic configuration (positions {Rj} and velocities {Ṙ j}),
we solve the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation [22], i.e.,

ih̄
∂ϕi(r, t )

∂t
=

(
− h̄2

2m
∇2

r + Vs[ρ, {Rj}](r, t )

)
ϕi(r, t ) (3)

for electron dynamics, and the Newton equation for lattice
dynamics based on TDDFT [22] and molecular dynamics. Us-
ing the two equations, electron and lattice-coupled dynamics,
such as carrier relaxation and carrier capture by carrier-carrier
and carrier-lattice scatterings, is simulated in real time. This
TDDFT-MD formalism is implemented in the code developed
based on the SIESTA program [19,23,24]. The DFT parameters
were the same as those in time-independent calculations.
In the dynamic calculations, we used a time step of 25
attoseconds and the Ehrenfest approximation for ion motion.
To prepare the initial atomic configuration, we performed
electron ground-state MD simulations to extract equilibrated
atomic coordinates and velocities at a lattice temperature of
300 K. For the initial electronic wave functions, we used the
occupation-constrained DFT calculation [25], which performs
the self-consistent-field calculation with constrained electron
occupation on each energy level. This method has been widely
used in previous works [26,27].

IV. RESULTS

From the discussions in Sec. II, DX centers in semiconduc-
tors with desired DSL [28–34] are a good candidate to test the
dynamic NRR theory. The AX centers [35,36], which act as a
mirror image of the DX centers, are another candidate. Here,
we consider Si in GaAs for it, which has been widely studied
in the past [28–30]. A charge-neutral Si atom normally would
substitute a Ga atom on the lattice site with the Td symmetry,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). This substitutional Si will be denoted as
d . By capturing an electron from the Fermi level and breaking
one of its four Si–As bonds, the Si atom can undergo a large
atomic displacement to a nearest interstitial site with a C3v

symmetry, as shown in Fig. 2(b). This “interstitial-vacancy”
pair is known as the DX center. While d has a shallow
donor level [37], the DX has a deep DX level near the VBM
originated from the Si dangling-bond state [28–30]. While
bond breaking usually increases energy, here the lowering of
the doubly occupied level from near the CBM to near the
VBM compensates for the energy increase. Hence, the DX − is
stabilized. Experiments showed that the DX − center becomes
stable under a hydrostatic pressure of 20 kbar or higher or
inside an AlxGa1−xAs alloy with x > 22% [31].

The relative stability between d− and DX − depends sen-
sitively on the applied pressure [31–33], which is also repro-
duced by our density-functional theory calculations: without
pressure, d− is more stable by 0.58 eV; at 1% compressive
strain (CS), the energy difference is reduced to 0.09 eV; at
2% CS, DX − becomes more stable by 0.13 eV; and at 3%
CS, DX − is more stable by another 0.18 eV, as depicted in
Fig. 2(c). Along with the change in the relative stability, the
transition energy barrier from d− to DX − is also reduced from
0.73 eV at zero pressure to 0.05 eV at 3% CS. Assuming

FIG. 2. Atomic structures of (a) d and (b) DX . Configurational
energy diagrams for (c) (−1) and (d) (0) charge states. Black,
blue, violet, and red lines stand for 0, 1, 2, and 3% compressions,
respectively.

a vibration frequency of 8 THz for GaAs [38], one can
estimate the transition rate using the Boltzmann equation.
At room temperature, it is 4.3, 1.6 × 108, 2.5 × 1011, and
1.2 × 1012 s−1 for 0, 1, 2, and 3% CS, respectively. It is
important to note that the DX centers become active NRR
centers [namely, satisfying Eq. (2)], only when the sample is
under a hydrostatic pressure.

The doubly occupied DX − level can greatly enhance the
ability of the center to capture a hole from the VBM. However,
after the hole capture, the resulting DX 0 will no longer be
stable and it will spontaneously return to d0, as can be seen
in Fig. 2(d). It turns out that such a hole capture process,
involving considerable atomic restructuring and relaxation,
is an ultrafast nonadiabatic process for which the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation used in the DFT calculations is
highly questionable. In this study, we perform instead nonadi-
abatically coupled TDDFT and MD simulations at 300 K.

To mimic the initial excited state of the hole capture, we
took electrons from the VBM and placed them in DX levels. In
the TDDFT calculations, the dynamics of the carriers is repre-
sented by changes in the wave functions. As time develops, the
initial state |ϕ(t = 0)〉 = |i〉 evolves into a superposition of
various states, i.e., |ϕ(t )〉 = ∑

j a j (t )| j〉. In the current case,
there is only one state, i.e., |DX 〉, initially with its energy
level inside the band gap. At a later time t , it evolves into
|ϕ(t )〉 = aDX (t )|DX 〉 + aV BM (t )|V BM〉, where |V BM〉 is the
state at the valence-band maximum. It represents an electron
transfer from |DX 〉 to the |V BM〉, and we can extract the cap-
ture rate from coefficient aDX (t ). In our supercell calculation,
the calculated rate W , which is the inverse of the hole capture
time in the TDDFT-MD simulation, is given on condition that
the DX center exists with a density NDX = 1/V [V is the
volume of the supercell]. The capture rate cp by a DX defect
per unit volume is given by cp = W/NDX = WV .
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FIG. 3. Dynamics of hole capture. Snapshots of time evolution of charge densities for (a) doubly occupied DX and (b) empty VBM states.
Time evolution of (c) adiabatic DX level and (d) the corresponding electron occupancy in the TDDFT-MD simulation.

As an initial conditioning of the simulation using a su-
percell, we place two electrons at the DX level and two
holes at the VBM, which will recombine with the electrons.
While we have considered CS from 0 to 3%, the results are
qualitatively the same, so only the results for 2% CS will be
discussed here. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show how the charge
densities of the initially occupied DX level and the initially
empty VBM level evolve with time. Note that these states
will change their characters during the simulation. Initially,
the DX state is localized near the Si atom, while the VBM
state is delocalized. As time goes on, the DX state becomes
delocalized and approaches the initial VBM state. Conversely,
the VBM state becomes localized and approaches the initial
DX state. Hence, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) reveals that, in the final
stage of the simulation, the VBM state is occupied whereas
the DX state is empty. In other words, holes at the VBM have
been captured by the DX centers.

To quantify the hole capture dynamics, we calculate
the electron occupation of the DX level by projecting the

time-evolved wave function onto that of an adiabatic DX
level, which is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian at a given
time [39,40]. Figure 3(c) shows the time evolution of the
adiabatic DX level: initially, it hovers around 0.15 eV
above the VBM. At about 150 fs, this level starts to in-
crease quickly toward the CBM, as the DX returns to d .
Figure 3(d) shows the occupation of the defect level, which
is initially at 2. At about 75 fs, a steep drop takes place,
followed by another steep drop at about 150 fs. The smallest
occupation number is 0.38 (or 19%), which is reached at
about 200 fs. A fractional occupation in the TDDFT within
the Ehrenfest approximation may be interpreted as a su-
perposition of two separate processes [41,42]: one captures
one hole while the other captures two holes, respectively.
The results clearly show that the hole capture occurs within
200 fs. Note that the radiative process is also one possible
channel of the hole capture, but it also removes the ex-
cited carriers with infrared light emission, not the band-edge
transition.
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To check whether the above TDDFT-MD results are statis-
tically meaningful, we also performed seven other simulations
at 300 K with different initial atomic positions and velocities.
Qualitatively the same results were obtained: i.e., ultrafast
hole captures within 150–250 fs. As a comparison, we also
performed TDDFT-MD simulations for hole capture by d−,
but found nothing throughout the simulation. This can be
understood because the energy of the shallow-donor level is
too far away from the VBM.

The LDA exchange-correlation potential underestimates
band gap, and it may affect the results. In the LDA calcula-
tions, the band gap of GaAs (Eg) is 0.93 eV (cf. 1.43 eV in
experiments) and the DX level (εDX ) is 0.2 eV measured from
VBM (without strain). For comparison, we also preformed
the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) hybrid functional calcu-
lations [43] using the VASP program [44]. Here, the core elec-
trons are described by the projector-augmented wave method
[45] and we use a mixing parameter α = 0.35 and screening
parameter μ = 0.2 Å−1, which are taken from Ref. [46]. The
energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis is set to 300 eV. We
use other parameters similar to the LDA calculation. In the
HSE calculation, the band gap is 1.53 eV and εDX is 0.31 eV
from the VBM. To examine the effect due to a change in the
DX level, we choose to apply a strain to alter the DX level
position (calculated within LDA). Without the strain, εDX is
0.2 eV above the VBM; with a 4% compressive strain, it
is 0.1 eV above. Their difference (0.1 eV) is similar to the
difference in the DX level between LDA (0.2 eV) and HSE
(0.31 eV). While strain can also alter the carrier capture rate,
we expect that such an effect is secondary. Using the TDDFT
calculation, we found that, without the strain, the hole capture
rate cp is 1.3 × 10−8 cm3/s. With a 4% compressive strain,
it is 3.2 × 10−8 cm3/s. In other words, a 0.1-eV energy-level
change can enhance the capture rate by a factor of 2 to 3.
This change should not affect the qualitative discussion and
the conclusion of the paper.

Note that hole capture changes the charge state of Si from
(−1) to either (0) or (+1). However, neither DX 0 nor DX + is
stable, as shown in Fig. 2(d). A structural transition from DX
to d is therefore inevitable as can be seen in Figs. 3(a) and
3(b). If we compare the left panel at 0 fs and the right panel
at 200 fs, the Si atom has moved up significantly towards
the Td site, and the adiabatic level moves toward CBM [see
Fig. 3(c)]. The delay time for a significant change in the
structure is only 75 fs from the initial drop in the electron
occupation at 75 fs [see Fig. 3(d)]. These findings reinforce
the notion that the hole capture in semiconductors can be
highly nonadiabatic.

We can summarize the overall recombination process as
follows. Step 1: the acceptance of an electron at d0. It
is known that the time is short, typically that for carrier
thermalization (∼ tens of femtoseconds) [47,48]; Step 2: the
resulting d− undergoes a structural transition to DX − with
an energy-level lowering to near the VBM in no more than a
few picoseconds; Step 3: hole capture from the VBM quickly
happens, so the DX 0 spontaneously returns back to d0. Step 2
is an activated process, which depends on pressure, and it can
hence be maximally controlled in experiment.

To calculate the recombination rate, the first and last terms
in the denominator in Eq. (1) can be neglected, as detailed in

FIG. 4. Recombination rate RDX of a DX center with respect to
(a) hole concentration and (b) CS at T = 300 K. In (a), blue, black,
and red lines stand for 1.2, 1.5, and 2.0% CS, respectively. In (b),
blue, black, and red lines stand for p = 5 × 1017, 5 × 1018, and 5 ×
1019 cm−3, respectively.

Appendix A. Therefore,

RDX = N
pcpk1

pcp + k1
. (4)

In a typical experiment [31], N is around 1018 cm−3, which
will be used here and cp = 1.6 × 10−8 cm3/s has been deter-
mined by our calculation. The remaining parameter in Eq. (4)
is k1, which is an exponential function of the transition barrier
E1. We have interpolated the calculated E1 as a function of
CS using a cubic polynomial fitting. The resulting RDX versus
p and CS are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.
The aforementioned transition of RD in Fig. 1(c) is clearly
observed for the DX center at a modest carrier density, typical
for optoelectronic devices, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(b)
further shows that, as a function of CS, RDX changes by
orders of magnitude from far below the detection limit to
readily detectable. This high sensitivity to pressure is a unique
property of the DX -center-based NRRs, which should be
checked out by experiment.

As a final remark, let us consider GaN, which is a wide-
gap semiconductor. For midgap levels, cd

n ∼ cd
p. As such, the

SRH recombination rate is RSRH ∼ Nd
cd

n cd
p

cd
n +cd

p
n ∼ 1

2 Nd cd
n n =

An, where Nd is the mid-gap defect density. Note that here
cd

n and cd
p are the capture rate by a static and deep-level

defect. As such, they are much smaller than cn and cp of
DSL. As a matter of fact, different first-principles calcula-
tions showed that cd

n of GaN (band gap = 3.4 eV) should be
<10−14 cm3/s [8,9,13,14]. From this value and a reasonable
Nd ∼ 1017 cm−3, one obtains A ∼ 102 s−1. However, the mea-
sured cn (in the range of 10−8 cm3/s) and A (in the range
of 107 s−1) in photo- and electroluminescence experiments
are much higher [12,49–53]. To account for the difference,
a multilevel metastable-state-mediated NRR mechanism has
been proposed [54]. Here, our results suggest that the dynamic
effect could explain the discrepancy. In GaN, both DX centers
and Frenkel pairs [55,56] may exist. As in GaAs, the DX
centers in GaN may be experimentally controlled, so one can
readily test the theory.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we complete the NRR theory to include
both static and dynamic effects. Our central message here
is that dynamic processes can be important for the NRR as
well. We offer the DSL recombination at the DX centers as
an unambiguous test of our theory, because the formation
of the DX can be controlled experimentally by applying a
hydrostatic pressure. Also different from most of the existing
defect theories, here we offer a recombination process at the
defect to be experimentally studied. Because the condition
for a dynamic recombination can be more stringent than
simply forming a static defect, our theory points to a different
perspective in terms of designing low-cost materials for future
microelectronics and optoelectronics.
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APPENDIX A: RECOMBINATION RATE
AT A DYNAMIC DEFECT

Figure 5 shows schematically the recombination processes
at a dynamic defect, which will be used to derive Eq. (1).
Given a process A, the rate (PA) would be

PEC = ncnN[HU], PEE = enN[HO],

PHC = pcpN[LO], PHE = epN[LU],

PK1 = k1N[HO], PK1 = k1N[LO],

PK2 = k2N[LU], PK2 = k2N[HU],

where n and p are the electron and hole carrier densities,
cn and cp are the n/p capture rates by a dynamic level, en

and ep are the n/p emission rates, and ki (ki) is the rate for
structure transition in process Ki (Ki) in Fig. 5. All rates are
in unit of volume. N[X] is the density of defect X levels. In
the derivation, we assume the n/p densities in the conduction
and valence bands are small enough, so the occupation of
the bands has no effect on the rates [5]. One can ignore the
other small rate processes, i.e., electron capture to LU, electron
emission from LO, hole capture to HO, and hole emission
from HU. Under the steady-state condition, dN[X]

dt = 0, so we
arrive at

dN[HU]

dt
= 0 = −ncnN[HU] − k2N[HU] + enN[HO] + k2N[LU], (A1a)

dN[HO]

dt
= 0 = −enN[HO] − k1N[HO] + ncnN[HU] + k1N[LO], (A1b)

dN[LU]

dt
= 0 = −epN[LU] − k2N[LU] + pcpN[LO] + k2N[HU], (A1c)

dN[LO]

dt
= 0 = −pcpN[LO] − k1N[LO] + epN[LU] + k1N[HO]. (A1d)

Only three Eqs. (A1a)–(A1c) are independent, as the summa-
tion of them yields Eq. (A1d). In addition, conservation of the
total number of defect states (defined as N) requires that

N = N[HU] + N[HO] + N[LU] + N[LO]. (A1e)

By some detailed algebra, we obtain

N[HU]

C[HU]
= N[HO]

C[HO]
= N[LU]

C[LU]
= N[LO]

C[LO]
, (A2)

where C[HU] = en(k1ep + k2 pcp) + k2(pcpk1 + enk1),
C[HO] = ncn(k2 pcp + k1ep) + k1(epk2 + ncnk2), C[LU] =
pcp(k1ncn + k2en) + k2(enk1 + pcpk1), and C[LO] =
ep(k2en + k1ncn) + k1(ncnk2 + epk2). From Eq. (A2), we
derive

N[X] = N
C[X]

C[HU] + C[HO] + C[LU] + C[LO]
. (A3)

Using Eq. (A3), the recombination rate RD (per unit volume)
under the steady-state condition is

RD = N
ncn pcpk1k2 − enepk1k2

C[HU] + C[HO] + C[LU] + C[LO]
. (A4)

For an active NRR center, the carrier capture (PEC and PHC)
and concomitant ionic relaxation (PK1 and PK2) must dominate
over the carrier emission (PEE and PHE) as well as backward
ionic relaxation (PK1 and PK2). Under such a condition, we can
set in Eq. (A4) en = ep = 0 (the carrier emission) and k1 =
k2 = 0 (the backward ionic relaxation) to obtain Eq. (1).

In case of the DX center, because PEC and PK2 are ultrafast
processes (cn and k2 → ∞), the first and last terms in the
denominator of Eq. (1) can be neglected, which leads to
Eq. (4).
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FIG. 5. Schematic diagram for processes in dynamic nonradia-
tive recombination. Arrows EC (HC) and EE (HE) represent the
electron (hole) capture and emission processes, respectively, whereas
black dotted arrows Ki and Ki are the concomitant ionic relaxation
processes. The four horizontal lines represent the dynamic changes
of an energy level during the recombination: they are the occupied
(blue) high-energy level (HO), unoccupied (red) high-energy level
(HU ), occupied (blue) low-energy level (LO), and unoccupied (red)
low-energy level (LU). Carrier capture and emission lead to changes
among the charge states (horizontal path), while the concomitant
ionic relaxations lead to changes between high and low-energy states
(vertical path).

APPENDIX B: CONDITION AT WHICH DSL
DOMINATES OVER SRH

The rate for SRH recombination is

RSRH = Nd

ncd
n pcd

p

ncd
n + pcd

p

, (B1)

where cd
n and cd

p are, respectively, the rates for electron and
hole captures by a deep-level defect. Here, we can also ignore
the carrier emission processes. It happens that the math can
be easier if we work with the inverse of R, such that N

RD
=

1
ncn

+ 1
pcp

+ 1
k1

+ 1
k2

for DSL and N
RSRH

= 1
ncd

n
+ 1

pcd
p

for SRH.

The condition that DSL is more efficient than SRH is

1

k1
+ 1

k2
� 1

ncd
n

+ 1

pcd
p

−
(

1

ncn
+ 1

pcp

)
. (B2)

Because cn and cp for DSL states are much larger than cd
n and

cd
p for deep-level defects, one can ignore the last term on the

right-hand side. Moreover, the left-hand side of Eq. (B2) satis-
fies the inequality 1

k1
+ 1

k2
� 2

min[k1,k2] , whereas the right-hand

side of Eq. (B2) satisfies the inequality 1
n

1
min[cd

n ,cd
p] � 1

ncd
n

+ 1
pcd

p

when n = p is assumed. Here, min[A, B] is the smaller of A
and B. This leads to

min[k1, k2] � 2n min[dn, dp].

When k1 � k2 or k1 � k2, the condition can be relaxed to
min[k1, k2] � n min[dn, dp]. The above one is more stringent
inequality, when k1 ∼ k2.
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